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In April 2016, the European Union announced the General 

Data Protection Regulation, designed to strengthen and unify 

data protections for all individuals within the EU. 

The GDPR  takes effect in May 2018 and will impact any 

company anywhere in the world that “holds, controls and/or 

processes personal data relating to any EU citizen.” 
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As the halfway point in the GDPR implementation timetable 

passed in 2017, Yerra Solutions entered into a collaboration 

with Blickstein Group to carry out the first survey of in-house 

legal and compliance professionals on the topic. The goal was 

to gauge how well people understand the regulation and how 

they are progressing at planning for and implementing specific 

elements of the GDPR.

THE GDPR

                 the METHODOLOGy 

 

With input from Blickstein Group and an Advisory Panel 

of leading privacy and data security experts from around 

the globe, Yerra Solutions built a 22-question online 

survey and distributed the questionnaire exclusively to 

in-house counsel, as well as eDiscovery and compliance 

professionals. We sought input from a cross-section of 

industries and regions.  

 

 

All responses in this report come from people who 

answered in the affirmative to the question of whether 

their company “holds, controls, and/or processes personal 

data relating to any EU citizen(s)”.  

 

So, the GDPR pertains to every participant.

The gap between how prepared companies think they are and how prepared they actually are 
based upon their implementation of key program elements  —that’s the GDPR Reality Check. 

Download our Free GDPR Containment Framework
For suggestions on how legal and compliance can lead in GDPR efforts, Yerra has a complimentary, downloadable “GDPR 
Containment Framework” designed to help you standardize information gathering to create a clear data map across your 
organization. Visit yerrasolutions.com/gdpr to download.



21%

Size of Organization

60% 26% 14%

1,000 or less 1,000+ 10,000+

The respondents to the survey are generally global 

organizations and most respondent companies 

operate in many regions around the world.  

 

54% have headquarters in the US and 
another 39% have headquarters in Europe.  
 

They are also large organizations with many having 

over 1,000 employees. The respondents split almost 

evenly between revenue over and under $500 million.

There was a high rate of response (34%) 
from technology companies, which led 
us to wonder why? 

Global Headquarters of Organization

AMERICAS EMEA (INCL. UK)

APAC

4%

57% 39%

Annual Global Revenue of Organization

$1b or less $1b-$10b $10B+

64% 15%

We suspect it is because tech companies are more 

“in tune” with the risks posed by GDPR given 

that their primary business is the processing and 

management of data. 

Primary Industry of Organization

biotech / pharma / 
life sciences

entertainment/media

mgmt/tech consulting

healthcare

retail

other

7%

2%3%

5%

6%

KEY metrics
for survey respondents

Download our Free GDPR Containment Framework
For suggestions on how legal and compliance can lead in GDPR efforts, Yerra has a complimentary, downloadable “GDPR 
Containment Framework” designed to help you standardize information gathering to create a clear data map across your 
organization. Visit yerrasolutions.com/gdpr to download.

technology

Manufacturing

financial services

34%

20%

14%

9%

 



A NOTE ABOUt METHODOLOGY 
 
In order to qualify for the survey pool, potential respondents had 

to answer “yes” or “not sure” to the question, “Does your company 

hold, control, and/or process personal data relating to any EU 

citizen(s)?” Overall, only 13% answered “no” and were rejected 

from the survey.  

 

Not a single European respondent was 
unsure if they hold EU citizen data. 

A full 22% of U.S.-based respondents were ”not sure”.  We suspect 

that the gap is an unclear understanding of what constitutes 

“personal data” by American companies. We see the US and 

Europe as having entirely different data cultures. In the US, data 

is largely still seen as a commodity, while in Europe it is seen as 

personal property. 

KEY metrics
for survey respondents

Want to Know More?

Want to learn more about what the GDPR brings? 

We’ve got a page dedicated to GDPR resources on our 

website, including our ‘what is GDPR and why should I 

care’ Infographic help sheet.  

Visit yerrasolutions.com/GDPR 
to download our resources.

78%

22%

Does your company hold, control 
and/or process personal data 

relating to any EU citizens?

YES NOT SURE

0%

NO



regional COMPARISON

americas only emea only (Including uk)

59% 62%41% 38%

Half 
or less 

prepared

Half 
or less 

prepared

More 
than half 
prepared

More 
than half 
prepared

perceived readiness
how do respondents see themselves?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7%
16% 23% 15%

2%7%11%8%10%

63% 37%

1%

Reported being half or less prepared Reported being more than half  prepared

how prepared are you for gdpr? (on a scale of 1-10)



On anticipation of the impact GDPR was expected to have on the organizations, not surprisingly, most 

expect it to have a significant impact. Like other readiness questions though, there is a spike in answers 

at the mid-point – 5.  This could indicate more of a “not sure” answer. If that is the case, it is especially 

concerning with this question, as understanding how/whether GDPR impacts you is the first and most 

basic thing all organizations need to know.

perceived readiness
how do respondents see themselves?

43% reported No-to-minimal Impact WHILE 67% 

reported Moderate-to-Significant Impact

8%
35% 45%

12% 0%

1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10

Overall, how high do you rate the anticipated 
impact of GDPR to your business? 

How ready do you think your organization 
is for the EU General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR)?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

US ONLY

EMEA/UK 
SWITZERLAND

HIGHLY PREPAREDNOT PREPARED

 
Almost all European companies rated themselves in the 

middle ground (between 4 and 7) and not a single one 

rated themselves as a 9 or 10.  

 

The responses of American companies, however, is 

much more polarized, with more than 30 percent rating 

themselves low (between 1 and 3) and almost 6 percent 

grading themselves as 9 or 10. 

 

We wondered, How could it be that American companies 

are more ready for GDPR while simultaneously being 

largely unsure about it – including whether they even 

hold EU citizen data as determined earlier in the survey? 

 

One theory is that they don’t see GDPR being a true threat 

to them, so they assume current data privacy efforts will 

suffice. 

 

 

 

 

 

An important takeaway is that jurisdiction is not only 

based on HQ address, and those companies that believe 

they are 90 or 100% prepared should consider the fact 

that no European company feels the same. 

A deeper look - highlighting some key differences 
between US and European responses...

Something to point out is that the EU has 
made a recent show of fining top American 

companies (Google, Facebook, etc.) under 
their regulations. 



actual readiness
what does the data reveal?

YES

NO

NOT SURE

EXPECT TO, BUT NO PLAN IN PLACE

HAS PLAN FOR MAY 2018

Have you conducted a data protection impact assessment to identify high-risk data 

When it comes to how far along companies are in preparing for the specific requirements of GDPR, the results 

are more mixed than the results on how people see their readiness. We see the following measurements as a 

good gauge of actual readiness. These requirements include a commitment to Privacy by Design, a Cybersecurity 

program that provides adequate protection of personal data, and a process to handle access and deletion 

requests from data owners.  

NEARLY HALF OF RESPONDENTS 
HAVE NOT DONE THIS ANALYSIS 
OR HAVE NO PLANS TO.

Which elements are included in your cyber security program? (SELECT ALL THAT APPLY)

While almost every respondent has a cyber security 

program in place, only about half have each of the 

elements that are considered best practices for a 

hallmark program. 

 

 

 

cyber security officer

privacy training

breach notification 

Cyber training

breach identification

none

Other

53%

55%

60%
60%

50%

<1%

28%

What is cybersecurity doing 
in a GDPR survey?
 
The simple answer is that an obligation to protect 

personal data that you hold is a cornerstone of the 

regulation. There are requirements about breach 

reporting and fines associated with not meeting 

those timelines. 

 

Without a proper cybersecurity regime, an 

organization is at a distinct disadvantage in 

maintaining GDPR compliance.



Do you have a process in place for getting a data subject’s explicit consent for both your company to 
process their personal data and for the subject to withdraw that consent?

actual readiness
what does the data reveal?

Under GDPR, people residing in the EU have a 

“Right to be Forgotten”. 

Did you know?
 

Not only do you have an obligation to delete 

private data when asked but you also have an 

obligation to inform other organizations when 

this right has been invoked – for example Google 

– so any links to copies of that data and the data 

itself is deleted.

Do you have a defined operating and 
service model to support Subject 
Access Requests under the new 
regulation?

Respondents are slightly more prepared 

for handling Subject Access Requests than 

Privacy by Design. However, nearly half 

are still not planning for coping with these 

requests. 

Did you know?
GDPR requires you grant access to a person’s 

data upon request in common formats - for 

free and within 30 days. 

12%

26%

16%

36%

10%

YES

NO

HAS PLAN FOR 
may 2018

EXPECTS TO, BUT 
NO PLAN IN PLACE

NOT SURE...

30.9%

11.1%
19.8%

29%

11.1%

YES

NO

HAS PLAN FOR MAY 2018

EXPECTS TO, 
BUT NO PLAN IN 

PLACE

NOT SURE

Consider the process, workload and 
liability ramifications of this!



actual readiness
what does the data reveal?

Privacy by Design requires 

organizations to consider privacy at the 

initial design stages and throughout 

the complete development process of 

new products, processes or services that 

involve processing personal data. 

 

It is clear that this doesn’t only pertain 

to software development. Consider 

processes for HR and marketing. If you 

implement a new software or process in 

these functions, are you incorporating 

the concept of Privacy by Design? Can 

you prove it to regulators in case of an 

incident?  

GDPR makes “Privacy by Design” a legal obligation. How are you handling that?
 

What activities does/will your Privacy by Design plan include? 

39%33% 

26% 2% 

Incorporated into 

company policies and 

procedures

Other  

(Answer: Monitoring)

Updated software 

development life cycles

Included in third party/ 

outsourcing due dilligence

Already 
incorporating it into 
standard operating 

procedure

Have a concrete 
plan to implement 

by  May 2018

Expect to 
implement but no 
plan in place yet

No plans to 
finalize it

Need to gain an 
understanding of 

what it is

Not sure

20% 16%

9%30%

17%

8%



DATA MApping & Responsibility

The GDPR sets the bar higher for what legally consists of personal data, such 

as email addresses. It also mandates that data subjects be given access to their 

data upon request and that they have a “right to be forgotten”. There are strict 

timelines and requirements on actions that must be taken if a request is made 

to access data or be deleted. 

 

Doing this will not be possible if there isn’t a complete understanding of the 

data an organization handles – what the data is, how it is used, where it resides, 

who has access, etc. 

Given how high the “No” and 

“Expect to do so but have no plan 

in place yet” responses are, this 

is an area that should be given 

special attention. 

 

It truly is one of the most basic 

things that must be done to 

prepare for GDPR.  

 

Have you built an across-company data map to identify custodians of private data?

YES 

no

not sure

has plan 

expects to but no plan

20%

20%

9%

16%

35%

Already have an 
across-the-company 

data map

ONLY 20%

!

Download our GDPR Containment Framework today at yerrasolutions.com/GDPR 

YERRA HAS CREATED FREE RESOURCES TO HELP 
YOU IN THIS PROCESS 



NOT SURE...

ONLY 20%

!

DATA protection officer

Do you have a designated Data Protection Officer?  

Would you consider outsourcing your Data 
Protection Officer function?

35% 35%

13% 13%

4%

YES NO

HAS PLAN FOR 
may 2018

interesting to note:  
all “yes” responses 
are from american 

companies

EXPECTS TO, BUT 
NO PLAN IN PLACE

76% YES

NO 24%

We suspected that a lot of companies would not have 

a dedicated DPO in place, and with the clock ticking 

and talent dwindling, we asked companies if they 

would be interested in outsourcing the DPO function. 

 

 

Almost a quarter said they would be willing to 

outsource the function, but 100% of those companies 

are American. Not a single European company 

reported that they would consider outsourcing this 

function. 

 

Our opinion has been that 

outsourcing the role would be 

problematic, and we wonder 

if the difference is cultural or 

if American companies have a 

reduced understanding of the 

ultimate liability of the DPO and 

business in the event of a failing.  



third parties

are your vendors 
putting you at risk?

50%

3%

8% 35% 45% 12% 6%

6%

One factor to be aware of is that third-party providers 

will most likely refer to their Privacy Policy and only state 

that they have been certified under the Data Privacy 

Shield (a/k/a Safe Harbor 2.0. 

 

In case of data transfers from Europe to the U.S., the 

GDPR requires that a Data Transfer Agreement (or 

also known as Data Processing Agreement) is signed 

between the controller and the processor. 

 

This agreement should provide that the processor is 

entirely responsible for any sub-processing issues that 

may be caused by sub-processors hired by the processor 

and transfers the liability to the processor. One of the 

major shifts that will be caused by the GDPR is that 

liability for compliance can no longer be moved to 

third parties.  

 

The onus will be on data controllers to ensure their 

processors are compliant. Given this responsibility, an 

across-the-company data map that includes relevant 

third parties becomes even more important. Legal and 

compliance should lead the way in making sure all third 

parties are identified and their level of compliance is 

known. This is something else the GDPR Containment 

Framework developed by Yerra can help with. 

How many third 
parties do you use that 
host and/or process 
personal data?

How ready do you think those third 
parties are for GDPR?

50-200

MORE THAN 500

200-500

LESS THAN 50

who must comply?
DATA CONTROLLER DATA PROCESSOR

 

 

The spike at ‘5’ leads us to believe many 
people have no idea whether their vendors 
are prepared. No one thinks they are highly 
prepared. Another indication that this is a blind 
spot and potential area of risk. 
 
None of the repondents rated third 
party readiness at 9 or 10, with only 
2% with a rating of 8.

The party that actually 

processes the data, such 

as an IT firm or cloud 

services provider.

Defines how & why 

personal data is collected 

& processed. Can be any 

type of organization, from 

corporations to charity or 

government.

83.5%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

READYNOT READY



6%

DATA PROCESSOR

 

 

EXPECTS TO, BUT 
NO PLAN IN PLACE

third parties

52.1%12.5%

14.6%

14.6% 6.3%

Have you assessed 
or audited your third 

parties for GDPR 
compliance?

no

yes

HAS PLAN FOR 
may 2018

not sure

83.5%

you developed a 3rd party questionnaire?

10.4%

35.4%

18.8%
22.9%

12.5%

Have you prepared questionnaires to be used on an ongoing basis by 
third parties to ensure ongoing compliance with GDPR?

YES

NO

HAS PLAN FOR 
may 2018

EXPECTS TO, BUT 
NO PLAN IN PLACE

NOT SURE...



Conclusion & resources

Based on the responses about third parties and the self-assessments on the other 
specific elements that the GDPR requires, we can conclude that companies in both 

the US and EMEA have a long way to go before they are ready for the May 2018 
deadline. 

 

Preparedness to handle the new liabilities associated with the actions of your third parties is a particularly 

high area of risk. As with every new regulation, there is some level of uncertainty around how aggressive 

regulators are going to be. It is certainly possible to over-invest in preparing. 

A balanced approach is important. 
 

To help companies better understand the GDPR in general and prepare for its implementation, Yerra has 

created a number of free GDPR resources available at www.yerrasolutions.com/GDPR

Visit our GDPR Resources Page at yerrasolutions.com/gdpr 

Free GDPR Resources   |  Infographic: What is GDPR and Why Should I Care?

Toolkit: GDPR Containment Framework
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